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About This Content

Thanos was out of action for quite some time, but when the Annihilation Wave triggered his return, he wore these subtle robes
instead of his classic suit.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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I think it's the cheapest LSD's batch I've bough so far and it's kicking in goood.. The random generation is sooooo good.. i
replayed it a few times but i noticed it felt off from the getgo, its a decent pirate game but it feels a bit more lackluster than
other games of this type, while the dialogue options were there the results you wanted werent, its hard to explain and best thing
you can do is play it yourself within 2 hours. main issue was i wanted to play as a full on anti pirate but most the story seems to
force you into becoming friends with em.

another thing out of curiosity was that there were soooo many female characters, like most the time its a woman your talking to
haha, , but that was just one of the things i noticed compared to other games ive played from this developer not a negative for
me.

i wont give a rating buts its def a play within 2 hours if you wanna be on the safe side so you can still refund if it doesnt meet
expectations. hope you can enjoy your purchase though if you do make it. I Loved the first game and i am loving the second
one. 10/10. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
\ud835\ude34\ud835\ude36\ud835\ude24\ud835\ude29 \ud835\ude22
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Another timeless classic like Another World and Heart of Darkness. Just download DXGL and run the game in your native
resolution and set up your controller in the options and you're good to go.. basically perfect
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Yeah, okay, I know what you're thinking: The grasslands of Wyoming? If you're gonna call out Donner Pass for being repetitive
and boring, surely you'll hate this one too! Except I don't. Let's check it out.
Pros:
-Sherman hill is actually NOT boring. Admittedly a good chunk of the reasoning behind that is because you're constantly going
at around 40-60, so you're not staring at the same patch of hill forever. PLUS, you can cover the whole route in about an hour. If
a route is too long, it can get very tedious, but Sherman Hill is honestly just the right length.
-Sherman Hill is also a relatively easy way to get into long-haul freight. Its relatively short distance, along with more or less
constant grades makes it really good for beginners.
-Locomotive variety is good. The ES44AC and SD70M are really the only two trains that run along this route, so their inclusion
is somewhat required. Plus these two locos are seen all over the country.
-Sounds stupid to compliment, but the skybox is REALLY good on this route. When you play it, you'll know what i mean.
-Scenery is really nice. It does feel varied enough for the location, anyways. This is the only route that I've actually seen with my
own eyes, and the feel is SPOT on.
-Inclusion of Track 3.
-Huge presence on the workshop
-Lastly, Laramie and Cheyenne's historic railroad depots are included. While no passenger services go along this route anymore
(The last Amtrak service over Sherman Hill was in 1997), the Cheyenne Frontier days train from Denver (pulled by either
FEF-3 844 or an F7) does stop at Cheyenne, and historical Pioneer and Overland services could also traverse the hill.
Cons:
-There are some rocks and grass that are not placed properly and do appear to float. None are terribly close to the track, but it is
enough to be noticeable.
-Yeah, okay, the fact that its pretty much a straight forward run with no yards or anything between Laramie and Cheyenne does
kinda suck, but hey, its only a 60 mile route, what were you expecting?

Overall
I think this route kinda gets a bad rap just bc it looks like a 'desert', but it really isn't. The speed and length of the route means
its really just enough to not get boring. If you want to ease into mountain railroading, you could do a whole lot worse than
Sherman Hill. With excellent scenery, wonderful locomotives that you can use on a whole variety of other routes, and a portion
of one of the most traversed freight mainlines in the US, I would certainly recommend this route to anyone just getting into
North American freight, fans of UP, or anyone in-between!. About the best I can say for this is it LOOKS good, until you
realise your "flying area" or game area is the size of a postage stamp. It`s not a patch on Air conflicts secret war, that games
actually fun.
I selected dogfight in this and am still looking for someone to shoot at, I guess they forgot to put adversaries in there or they`re
so scared of my awesome flying skills they`ve all scarpered....

You WILL spend most of your time turning around and flying in circles in this game to keep in that ridiculously small playing
area, you can literally start at one end, count to ten and you have to turn around again or the game ends.

Thumbs down.

Edit:-

I came back to take a look at this title as I`d heard that a lot of work had been done, the game had been updated and everything
was peaches and cream... and tickety boo.

Don`t believe a word of it.

SAME teeeeny tiny "battle area" and no discernable changes, AT ALL.

When I selected single player, the game ASKED me what aeroplane I wanted to fly and accepted the input of "F4 Phantom"... -
either they don`t know what F4 phantoms look like or theres another bug as the plane displayed was a sabre.. I also noticed that
despite selecting "Instant dogfight" there was absolutely no sign anywhere of an opponent, so exactly the same issues I saw when
I first purchased this game are still there.

I timed myself flying from one side to the other in a sabre
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It took 28 seconds...

28 seconds to fly across your entire game area....

Keep flying and it ends the game and throws you out.

If there are "improvements", I`d love to know where they are, because to my eyes this game is exactly the same rubbish I voted
down when I bought it.

Save your money, there are FAR better games out there.

Edit 2:-

I was fooled into trying this again by a post in the forum claiming that an update in the beta release, and subsequently the main
game, had taken away the map limitations.

Don`t believe a word of it.

The borders are still there.

So now instead of a huge red grid warning you that you are flying off the miniscule, teeny tiny postage stamp size maps, you get
a red down arrow filling the bottom of the frame telling you that you are flying off the miniscule, teeny tiny postage stamp size
maps...

...then the game ends.

(Nice misdirection....but very dishonest).

The bugs that were present since day one are all still there too. As an example....
Unless you hit enter at exactly the right time when starting the game it will default to a black screen, no amount of cursing, key
presses or hocus pocus will get you out of that, you HAVE to restart the game and hit enter at the right point.

Seriously, you`d have to be brain dead to invest in this game at this point.
Its broken, broken broken, and its not getting repaired.

Ever.. I was just a preppy kid when i started playing the games in series. Haven't felt old about this game.

Pigs still poops Ham though

10/10 would eat. This is a pretty damn good game / virtual novel. The story line is interesting, plus.. well, theres an obvious
echhi theme to it which is a bit of a bonus, I've taken a bit of a break from it now to do some other stuff I have to do online
(programming), but as I am procrastinating by writing this review, I must let you know, I rate this a 8.5/10.

I definately think its worth the money.. Russian video game industry died soon after it was properly born. Together with pretty
much everything else in the country. But before that, there were some pretty interesting releases that kind of deserved attention.
And this is the one of them. Do you like games like Carmageddon and Interstate series? Well, then keep reading. Maybe it'll
worth for you to check this game out. Maybe not, though. Just keep swimming reading.

Sledgehammer (aka Gear Grinder) was made by Targem Games, the guys behind Battle Mages and Hard Truck:
Apocalypse series and you can actually see those games on posters in Sledgehammer. Even though those games were OK at
best, Targem got a lot of praise for them in Russia. Because hey! The guys made games and those actually worked! At least,
sometimes they did. Anyway, what is Sledgehammer? Well, like I said, it's pretty much a mix between Carmageddon and 
Interstate. With a little pinch of Hard Truck: Apocalypse. Like in Hard Truck: Apocalypse, you'll drive futuristic truck.
Only this time the truck will also be... a transformer. Don't expect it to turn into a giant robot (there is an Optimus Prime joke
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in this game, though), but you'll be able to freely switch between the fast racing mode (your truck will run faster and you'll be
able to use nitro) and battle mode (slow, but you'll be able to shoot things). And this alone is... kind of awesome, actually. I
mean, Carmageddon-like races with Interstate-like shooting and Hard Truck-like vehicles? Sounds like a cool thing, huh?

And there's actually more in all that. There's both multiplayer mode and a single player campaign here. With single player
campaign being divided in six chapters with about half a dozen missions each. Missions will vary, so, don't expect doing the
same thing over and over again. There'll be different kinds of races, there'll be a bombing mission, there'll be a convoy mission,
sometimes you'll need to escape, or drive through the checkpoints... in other words, even though the number of mission types is
pretty limited, you won't get bored. Some missions are optional and every mission will come with three “medals” - bronze, silver
and gold. You'll either fail here, or get one of those, depending on your performance. You'll be able to re-play missions for
better rewards and your motivation for that will be prizes. See, in this game you'll also be able to customize your car. Nothing
groundbreaking, pretty much on Hard Truck: Apocalypse level, but hey! Customizing your vehicle and putting better guns on
it is always cool. There's also a story, but... it sucks.

Not really a bad surprise, huh? The games like Vangers and Pathologic that come with mind-blowing complicated stories are
not what you usually expect from Russian developers. A lot of cheap nonsense about how porn star fights Osama bin Laden to
get his stolen♥♥♥♥♥♥♥back (I'm not kidding, it's actually a thing), that's more like it. And this game? It's like the cheapest
attempt to make a cheap rip-off of that famous Knight Rider show. You know, the one about the guy, who almost died, but
ended up getting a talking car instead. Voiceover is laughable too. Remember The House of the Dead 2? “Seems like my advice
had no effect. Suffer, like G did!” Yeah, that's exactly what you'll get here. Acting in this game is like... it's just... *sigh*
Usually, Russian games have way, way better acting in Russian versions (just because in Russia, where everybody's poor, it's
easier to hire a good actor for just a few bucks). It was like that in games like Sea Dogs (that one actually had the actor who
dubbed Gandalf in The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit trilogies by Peter Jackson) and Rage of Mages (that one
included Russian voice of Optimus Prime), but... it's not the case here. Both Russian and English acting are really, really awful.
Fits the story, since, like I said, the story is a joke, but still, your ears won't thank you here.

Unfortunately, bad acting isn't the only thing that sucks here. If you've played Russian games before, you can easily guess what
I'm about to say. Yeah, the game isn't really well-made. Russian video game industry started too late and developers never had
enough money and experience to make something really good and polished. You know the drill. If Russian game at least starts
without giving you BSODs and errors, it's considered to be a huge achievement for the developers and you should praise the
freakin' sun for that. Or Beebo. Seriously, guys, praise the blue god, he's awesome. Anyhow, Sledgehammer isn't the worst
example of Russian games. It works pretty fine, it doesn't crash, there's a gamepad support (that actually works pretty fine even
with Xbox One controller) and all in all the game feels... OK.

There's still a lot of crap here too, though. For example, don't expect tracks to be polished (some of them are full of stuff that
will lead you to cheap deaths), balance simply doesn't exist, while some goals... well... let's just say that all you had to do is
follow the damn train, CJ. You know what I mean, I'm sure you do. Let's just say that those "trains" will happen here more
often than you'll want to.

So... yeah... If you want something perfectly polished with a really nice package, then you should think twice before buying this.
Sledgehammer reminds me a bit of another game. Russian RECOIL rip-off called Killer Tank. Some things here feel totally
fine, while the others are way too cheap and unfair. Sledgehammer is a mixed bag. Some missions are cool and fun, while
others are way too unfair and crappy. Up to the point where you'll be ready to rage quit it. Almost finished hard mission, almost
did it, almost did it... dang, the truck you were supposed to protect stuck and won't move anymore! That's how it is in this game.
If you're ready to suffer through all that, Sledgehammer can also provide you a lot of fun. Hence the thumb up. Also, keep in
mind that we don't have much games in this genre anyway. So, it's not like we can be picky. But if you're like Rorschach from 
Watchmen and don't want to compromise, then, well... you have been warned. Like most of the other Russian games, 
Sledgehammer feels a lot like Soviet car. It will get you there, but don't expect a comfortable ride.. Lets break this down into
points;
1). Motion blur + bloom , made my eyes scream.
2). Life system ,for reasons. expect to lose all of them soon.
3). Pickups that do ... stuff? for the love of god make life pickups not look something you can just ignore.
4). No desernable diffucluty curve, goes from easy just move forward to stupidly hard. New mecanics are not introduced
gradually with little risk, nope heres a new thing, FIGURE IT OUT MORON!
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I played long enough to hit a level that used all my lives . Spend our money on a diffrent ball game. 1\/10 bleeding eyeballs.
Controls do not feel good, first and foremost. I struggle to have an enjoyable time, due to the fact that the tutorials seem non-
helpful and by the way the game plays. The building is awkward and menus are hard to navigate.. OMG a very fun game :). One
of the best artstyles i have seen in indie platformers.
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